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Abstract
Among various types of recent information
explosion, that in news stream is also a kind
of serious problems. This paper studies is-
sues regarding topic modeling of information
flow in multilingual news streams. If some-
one wants to find differences in the topics of
Japanese news and Chinese news, it is usu-
ally necessary for him/her to carefully watch
every article in Japanese and Chinese news
streams at every moment. In such a situation,
topic models such as LDA (Latent Dirichlet
Allocation) and DTM (dynamic topic model)
are quite effective in estimating distribution
of topics over a document collection such as
articles in a news stream. Especially, as a
topic model, this paper employs DTM, but not
LDA, since it can consider correspondence be-
tween topics of consecutive dates. Based on
the results of estimating distribution of topics
in Japanese / Chinese news streams, this paper
proposes how to analyze cross-lingual align-
ment of topics in time series Japanese / Chi-
nese news streams.
1 Introduction
Among various types of recent information explo-
sion, that in news stream is also a kind of serious
problems. This paper studies issues regarding topic
modeling of information flow in multilingual news
streams. If someone wants to find differences in the
topics of Japanese news and Chinese news, it is usu-
ally necessary for him/her to carefully watch every
article in Japanese and Chinese news streams at ev-
ery moment.
In such a situation, topic models such as LDA
(Latent Dirichlet Allocation) (Blei et al., 2003) and
DTM (dynamic topic model) (Blei and Lafferty,
2006) are quite effective in estimating distribution
of topics over a document collection such as articles
in a news stream. Especially, as a topic model, this
paper employs DTM, but not LDA, since it can con-
sider correspondence between topics of consecutive
dates. In DTM, we suppose that the data is divided
by time slice, for example by date. DTM models the
documents (such as articles of news stream) of each
slice with a K-component topic model, where the
k-th topic at slice t smoothly evolves from the k-th
topic at slice t− 1.
Based on the results of estimating distribution of
topics in Japanese / Chinese news streams, this pa-
per proposes how to analyze cross-lingual alignment
of topics in time series Japanese / Chinese news
streams. The overall flow of the proposed frame-
work is illustrated in Figure 1. In order to bridge the
gaps between the two languages, namely, Japanese
and Chinese, we use Japanese and Chinese term
translation pairs extracted from Wikipedia utilizing
interlanguage links. With those translation knowl-
edge, we first cross-lingually align Japanese and
Chinese news articles. Then, after collecting those
cross-lingually aligned news article pairs, we then
apply DTM to those collected news articles and esti-
mate time series monolingual topic models for both
Japanese and Chinese. Finally, those monolingual
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Figure 1: Overall Flow of Topic Alignment in Time Series Japanese / Chinese News
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Figure 2: Topic Estimation in Time Series Japanese / Chinese News
topics are cross-lingually aligned considering cross-
lingual alignment of Japanese and Chinese news ar-
ticles.
Figure 2 shows an example of estimating time se-
ries topics monolingually for both Japanese and Chi-
nese. The proposed method of cross-lingual topic
alignment is successfully applied to those Japanese
and Chinese time series news articles, where sev-
eral topics such as “Toyota vehicle recalls” and
“Chile earthquake” are cross-lingually aligned be-
tween Japanese and Chinese. Once we have such a
cross-lingual topic alignment, it becomes quite eas-
ier for us to find certain differences in concerns. For
example, in the case of the topic “Chile earthquake”,
in Japan, “warn of tsunami” is apparently one of the
major concerns, while in Chinese, “emergency as-
sistance was dispatched to Chile” is one of the major
concerns.
2 Topic Model
As a time series topic model, this paper em-
ploys DTM (dynamic topic model) (Blei and Laf-
ferty, 2006). Unlike LDA (Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion) (Blei et al., 2003), in DTM, we suppose that
the data is divided by time slice, for example by
date. DTM models the documents (such as articles
of news stream) of each slice with a K-component
topic model, where the k-th topic at slice t smoothly
evolves from the k-th topic at slice t− 1.
In this paper, in order to model time series news
stream in terms of a time series topic model, we con-
sider date as the time slice t. Given the number of
topics K as well as time series sequence of batches
each of which consists of documents represented by
a sequence of words w, on each date t (i.e., time slice
t), DTM estimated the distribution p(w | zn) (w ∈
V ) of a word w given a topic zn (n = 1, . . . ,K)
as well as that p(zn | d) (n = 1, . . . ,K) of a topic
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zn given a document d, where V is the set of words
appearing in the whole document set. In this paper,
we estimate the distributions p(w | zn) (w ∈ V )
and p(zn | d) (n = 1, . . . ,K) by a Blei’s toolkit1,
where for the number of topics K = 10, as well as
α = 0.01.
3 Extracting Japanese-Chinese Term
Translation utilizing Interlanguage
Links in Wikipedia
In this paper, we use Japanese and Chinese term
translation pairs extracted from Wikipedia utilizing
interlanguage links. More specifically, since we col-
lect Chinese news articles distributed within main-
land China which are written in simplified Chinese
characters, we extract translation pairs of Japanese
terms and simplified Chinese character terms. Fig-
ure 3 describes the rough idea of how to extract
translation pairs of Japanese terms and simplified
Chinese character terms from interlanguage links of
Wikipedia.
Let a Japanese Wikipedia entry eJ to be denoted
as eJ = 〈J0, {J1r , . . . , J lr}〉, where J0 is the ti-
tle of the entry eJ , and J1r , . . . , J lr are redirects of
the entry eJ . Let eC be a Chinese Wikipedia en-
try for which at least one of a interlanguage link
from eJ to eC or that from eC to eJ exists. In
the Chinese version of Wikipedia, entries includ-
ing entry titles are usually written in traditional Chi-
nese characters and equivalent terms in simplified
Chinese characters are listed as redirects of terms
in traditional Chinese characters. Thus, eC is de-
noted as eC = 〈T0, {S1r , . . . , Skr , T k+1r , . . . , T hr }〉,
where T0 is the title string of the entry eC in tradi-
tional Chinese characters, S1r , . . . , Skr are redirects
of the entry eC in simplified Chinese characters, and
T k+1r , . . . , T
h
r are redirects of the entry eC in tradi-
tional Chinese characters.
Since it is not easy for us to automatically dis-
tinguish character codes for simplified Chinese and
traditional Chinese, we utilize news articles of the
collection of one year that are written in simplified
Chinese characters, and employ the following pro-
cedure to extract translation pairs of Japanese terms
and simplified Chinese character terms. First, sup-
1http://www.cs.princeton.edu/˜blei/
topicmodeling.html
pose that we detect one of those redirects of the
entry eC in simplified Chinese characters, namely
Sir, in a Chinese news article written in simpli-
fied Chinese characters. Then, following the in-
terlanguage link between the entries eC and eJ ,
we collect the term translation pairs below between
Japanese and simplified Chinese characters into the
set JS(〈eJ , eC , Sir〉) of term translation pairs in-
cluding Sir:
JS(〈eJ , eC , Sir〉) =
{〈J0, Sir〉, 〈J1r , Sir〉, . . . ,
〈J lr, Sir〉
}
Then, we collect the term translation pairs in the
whole sets JS(〈eJ , eC , S〉) into JSW :
JSW =
⋃
〈eJ ,eC ,S〉
JS(〈eJ , eC , S〉)
In the evaluation of this paper, we first col-
lect Japanese and Chinese news stream text arti-
cles during the period from June 1st, 2009 to May
31st, 2010. In total, 157,945 Japanese news ar-
ticles are collected from three newspaper compa-
nies Yomiuri2, Nikkei3, and Asahi4, while 204,595
Chinese news articles are collected from People’s
Daily5. Then, from the collected news articles,
93,258 Japanese Wikipedia entry titles are collected,
out of which 28,071 have interlanguage links to Chi-
nese, while 94,164 Chinese terms in simplified Chi-
nese characters are collected, out of which 28,127
have interlanguage links to Japanese. Finally, from
them, 78,519 term translation pairs are collected be-
tween Japanese and simplified Chinese characters6.
4 Cross-lingual Topic Alignment
This section proposes the whole framework of cross-
lingual topic alignment, where its major steps are
illustrated in the overall flow in Figure 1.
2http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/
3http://www.nikkei.com/
4http://www.asahi.com/
5http://www.people.com.cn/
6In addition to those term translation pairs extracted from
Wikipedia, it is also helpful to incorporate an existing Japanese-
Chinese bilingual lexicon as well as a certain machine transla-
tion service between Japanese and Chinese. Those issues are to
be examined as a future work.
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Figure 3: Extracting Japanese-Chinese Term Translation utilizing Interlanguage Links in Wikipedia
4.1 Cross-Lingual Alignment of News Articles
When cross-lingually aligning Japanese and Chi-
nese news articles, we first count the number of
Japanese and Chinese term translation pairs which
are shared between the Japanese and Chinese news
articles published on the same day. We then align
the pair of a Japanese and a Chinese news articles
for which the number of shared Japanese and Chi-
nese term translation pairs is more than or equal to
the lower bound θJC (in this paper, θJC is 10).
More specifically, given a pair of a Japanese news
article dJ and a Chinese news article dC published
on the same day, let NJC(dJ , dC) be the number
of Japanese and Chinese term translation pairs in-
cluded in JSW , which are shared between dJ and
dC :
NJC(dJ , dC) =
∣∣{〈J, S〉(∈ JSW ) |
J appears in dJ .
S appears in dC .
}∣∣
Then, for each date, the sets DDJC(θJC) and
DDCJ(θJC) of pairs of Japanese and Chinese news
articles for which the number of shared Japanese and
Chinese term translation pairs is more than or equal
to the lower bound θJC are defined as below:
DDJC(θJC) =
{
〈dJ , dC〉 | NJC(dJ , dC) ≥ θJC ,
dC = argmax
d′C
NJC(dJ , d
′
C)
}
DDCJ(θJC) =
{
〈dJ , dC〉 | NJC(dJ , dC) ≥ θJC ,
dJ = argmax
d′J
NJC(d
′
J , dC)
}
Here, DDJC(θJC) is created by collecting pairs
〈dJ , dC〉, where, for each dJ , dC is the one with
the maximum number NJC . In the similar way,
DDCJ(θJC) is created by collecting pairs 〈dJ , dC〉,
where, for each dC , dJ is the one with the maximum
number NJC .
4.2 Cross-Lingual Alignment of Topics
Next, this section proposes how to cross-lingually
align topics estimated by a topic model.
First, for each date, all the Japanese news arti-
cles are collected from the sets DDJC(θJC) and
DDCJ(θJC). Next, collected Japanese news articles
are accumulated during the period of evaluation, and
the DTM topic modeling toolkit is applied to the ac-
cumulated news articles and K topics are estimated
for each date during the period of evaluation. Then,
on the i-th day of the period of evaluation, we have
the set TT iJ of estimated Japanese topics.
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In the similar way, all the Chinese news arti-
cles are collected from the sets DDJC(θJC) and
DDCJ(θJC). Collected Chinese news articles are
accumulated during the period of evaluation, and the
DTM topic modeling toolkit is applied to the accu-
mulated news articles and K topics are estimated for
each date during the period of evaluation. Then, on
the i-th day of the period of evaluation, we have the
set TT iC of estimated Chinese topics.
Once we have the sets TT iJ and TT iC on the i-
th day, we align the Japanese and Chinese topics of
TT iJ and TT iC according to the following procedure.
First, for each Japanese topic tJ(∈ TT iJ), we col-
lect news articles dJ which satisfy P (tJ |dJ) ≥ θt
(in this paper, θt is 0.6). In the similar way, for
each Chinese topic tC(∈ TT iC), we collect news ar-
ticles dC which satisfy P (tC |dC) ≥ θt. Then, out
of the pairs of collected news articles 〈dJ , dC〉, we
count the number of those included in DDJC(θJC)
or DDCJ(θJC), and define MJC(tJ , tC , θt, θJC) to
be the count.
MJC(tJ , tC , θt, θJC) =∣∣{ 〈dJ , dC〉 ∣∣ ( 〈dJ , dC〉 ∈ DDJC(θJC)
or 〈dJ , dC〉 ∈ DDCJ(θJC)
)
,
P (tJ |dJ ) ≥ θt, P (tC |dC) ≥ θt
}∣∣
Finally, we align a Japanese topic tJ to a Chi-
nese topic tC(∈ TT iC) which maximizes the count
MJC(tJ , tC , θt, θJC), only if the count is more
than one. Also, we align a Chinese topic tC
to a Japanese topic tJ(∈ TT iJ) which maximizes
the count MJC(tJ , tC , θt, θJC), only if the count
is more than one. For our convenience, we in-
troduce the notations TAC(tJ , TT iC , θt, θJC) and
TAJ(tC , TT
i
J , θt, θJC) below in order to denote the
results of alignment judgements above:
TAC(tJ , TT
i
C, θt, θJC) =⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
φ ( max
tC∈TT iC
MJC(tJ , tC , θt, θJC) = 1)
argmax
tC∈TT iC
MJC(tJ , tC , θt, θJC)
( max
tC∈TT iC
MJC(tJ , tC , θt, θJC) ≥ 2)
TAJ(tC , TT
i
J , θt, θJC) =⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
φ ( max
tJ∈TT iJ
MJC(tJ , tC , θt, θJC) = 1)
argmax
tJ∈TT iJ
MJC(tJ , tC , θt, θJC)
( max
tJ∈TT iJ
MJC(tJ , tC , θt, θJC) ≥ 2)
4.3 Cross-Lingual Alignment of Time Series
Topic Sequence
Suppose that the period of evaluation consists of
n consecutive days, then the procedure of cross-
lingual alignment of time series topic sequence is
described as follows.
First, let QJ = TT 1J , TT 2J , . . . , TTnJ be the se-
quence of sets of Japanese topics, which are esti-
mated through the DTM topic modeling toolkit, and
each set TT iJ of topics is for the news articles pub-
lished on the i-th day of the evaluation period. Also,
let QC = TT 1C , TT 2C , . . . , TTnJ be the sequence of
sets of Chinese topics, which are estimated through
the DTM topic modeling toolkit. Then, for each
of the n consecutive days, cross-lingual topic align-
ment is performed according to the following proce-
dure:7
• On the i-th day, for each Japanese topic tJ(∈
TT iJ), obtain the topic alignment judgement re-
sult TAC(tJ , TT iC , θt, θJC).
• Similarly on the i-th day, for each Chinese topic
tC(∈ TT iC), obtain the topic alignment judge-
ment result TAJ(tC , TT iJ , θt, θJC).
7In DTM, on the i-th day, it is possible to refer to topic mod-
els of neighboring days such as i−1-th and i+1-th days. Al-
though in our cross-lingual topic alignment technique, we do
not utilize such information, the evaluation results of cross-
lingual topic alignment did not conflict with those of topics of
neighboring days.
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Table 1: Evaluation Results (Correct Rate): Alignment of Japanese / Chinese News Articles (%)
(a) With News Articles on Japanese / Chinese Domestic Economy
Date Japanese toChinese
Chinese to
Japanese
February 25, 2010 53.0 (26/49) 54.8 (40/73)
February 26, 2010 62.1 (18/29) 62.5 (15/24)
February 27, 2010 76.7 (23/30) 88.6 (31/35)
February 28, 2010 88.2 (30/34) 87.8 (36/41)
March 1, 2010 58.7 (27/46) 54.7 (35/64)
March 2, 2010 43.5 (10/23) 40.0 (12/30)
March 3, 2010 61.1 (22/36) 25.8 (25/97)
Total 63.2 (156/247) 53.3 (194/364)
(b) Without News Articles on Japanese / Chinese Domestic Economy
Date Japanese toChinese
Chinese to
Japanese
February 25, 2010 83.9 (26/31) 93.0 (40/43)
February 26, 2010 94.7 (18/19) 100 (15/15)
February 27, 2010 76.7 (23/30) 88.6 (31/35)
February 28, 2010 88.2 (30/34) 87.8 (36/41)
March 1, 2010 93.1 (27/29) 87.5 (35/40)
March 2, 2010 90.1 (10/11) 92.3 (12/13)
March 3, 2010 95.7 (22/23) 67.6 (25/37)
Total 88.1 (156/177) 86.6 (194/224)
5 Evaluation
5.1 News Articles for Evaluation
As we described in section 3, when extract-
ing Japanese-Chinese term translation pairs from
Wikipedia, we collected Japanese and Chinese news
articles for the whole one year and extracted can-
didates of Japanese and Chinese Wikipedia entry
titles from them. However, in the evaluation of
cross-lingual topic alignment, we used Japanese and
Chinese news articles for only one month. This is
mainly due to time complexity of the DTM topic
modeling toolkit. The DTM topic modeling toolkit
performs fairly well even with news articles for only
one week. Therefore, in this paper, we report evalu-
ation results with news articles for one month, for
which the DTM topic modeling toolkit performs
quite well with moderate time complexity.
For the evaluation, we first collect Japanese and
Chinese news stream text articles during the period
from February 25th to March 23rd, 2010. In to-
tal, 12,288 Japanese news articles are collected from
three newspaper companies Yomiuri, Nikkei, and
Asahi, while 22,049 Chinese news articles are col-
lected from People’s Daily.
5.2 Cross-Lingual Alignment of News Articles
After we cross-lingually align Japanese and Chinese
news articles by the method we presented in sec-
tion 4.1, each of 791 Japanese articles is aligned to
a Chinese news article, while each of 1,361 Chinese
articles is aligned to a Japanese news article. Out of
evaluation results for the whole one month, Table 1
shows the excerpts for that of one week (February
25th to March 3rd, 2010). Table 1 (a) shows the
results without manually removing a certain subset
of news articles, where correct rate of cross-lingual
alignment of news articles is around 60% on the
average. Relatively low correct rate is mainly due
to Japanese and Chinese news articles on domestic
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Table 2: Evaluation Results: Cross-Lingual Topic Alignment (with news articles on Japanese / Chinese domestic
economy)
Dates
February, 2010 March, 2010
Type Topic 25 26 27 28 1 2 3 4 ∼ 23
Toyota vehicle recalls correct topic alignment
The president of
Toyota apologized
in China
correct
topic
alignment
Chile earthquake correct topic alignment
topics both in
Japanese and
Chinese
(correct
alignment)
IMF Managing
Director
Dominique
Strauss-Kahn
Names China′s
Zhu Min
as Special Advisor
correct
topic
alignment
topics are
not cross-
lingually
aligned.
Topics only
in Chinese
Mr. Wen had
an interactive
event via
the Internet
alignment
error
topics both in
Japanese and
Chinese
(alignment
error)
Domestic
Economy News topics are aligned every day with error.
Evaluation results (correct rate) : Japanese to Chinese 80.0% (4/5) Chinese to Japanese 66.7% (4/6)
economies. Both Japanese and Chinese news arti-
cles on domestic economies include numerical fig-
ures as well as technical terms on the economy do-
main, although their contents are not cross-lingually
related to each other at all. It is also interesting to
note that February 27th and 28th, 2010 were Satur-
day and Sunday. It is quite natural that, since much
less news articles on domestic economies are pub-
lished on holidays, correct rates on those dates are
apparently higher than those on other dates.
Next, we manually remove those news articles
on domestic economies, and measure the correct
rates of cross-lingual alignment of news articles as
we show in Table 1 (b). In this case, correct rates
drastically go up to more than 85% on the average.
One obvious future plan for automatically removing
news articles on domestic economies for both lan-
guages is to simply apply a well studied techniques
of burst detection such as the one proposed in Klein-
berg (2002). Since, both in Japanese and in Chinese,
news articles on domestic economies are constantly
published on every week day, it is strongly estimated
that they are not detected at all.
5.3 Cross-Lingual Alignment of Topics
Next, the DTM topic modeling toolkit is applied
to the 791 Japanese articles as well as the 1,361
Chinese articles introduced in the previous section.
Then, cross-lingual topic alignment procedure pre-
sented in section 4.2 is applied to them8, whose eval-
uation results are shown in Table 2.
Out of the evaluation period of the whole one
month, cross-lingually aligned topics are detected
only for the first one week, except that the topics
on domestic economies are cross-lingually aligned
every day throughout the whole one month. Among
the remaining five topic alignment results, only the
one “Mr. Wen had an interactive event via the In-
8When applying the cross-lingual topic alignment proce-
dure, we keep errors in the process of cross-lingual alignment
of news articles, which means that only about 50∼60% of the
results of cross-lingual alignment of news articles are correct.
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ternet” is alignment error. This topic is somehow
concerned with a Chinese domestic issue and the
topic itself is successfully estimated only in Chi-
nese. About ten Chinese news articles are aligned
to exactly the same Japanese article and this cross-
lingual article alignment result causes the cross-
lingual topic alignment error. Considering those
evaluation results, if we count a sequence of cross-
lingual topic alignment on consecutive days as one
if aligned topics on those consecutive days are ex-
actly the same, the correct rate of Japanese to Chi-
nese topic alignment is 80.0%, while that of Chinese
to Japanese direction is 66.7%.
In this evaluation result, one erroneous topic
alignment from Japanese to Chinese and one of the
two erroneous topic alignments from Chinese to
Japanese are the ones about domestic economies.
Thus, if we remove those erroneous alignment re-
sults of topics on domestic economies, we have the
correct rate of Japanese to Chinese topic alignment
as 100% (=5/5) and that of Chinese to Japanese di-
rection as 80.0% (=4/5).
6 Related Works
Wang et al. (2007) studied how to detect correlated
bursty topic patterns across multiple text streams
such as multilingual news streams, where their
method concentrated on detecting correlated bursty
topic patterns based on the similarity of tempo-
ral distribution of tokens. Unlike the method of
Wang et al. (2007), in this paper, we do not uti-
lize burst detection techniques, but employ a time
series topic model and cross-lingually align time se-
ries topics utilizing translation knowledge automati-
cally extracted from Wikipedia.
Boyd-Graber and Blei (2009), De Smet and
Moens (2009), Zhang et al. (2010), and Jagarla-
mudi and Daume´ III (2010) concentrated on apply-
ing variants of topic models which have certain func-
tions of bridging cross-lingual gaps by exploiting
clues such as translation knowledge from bilingual
lexicon or distribution of named entities. Compared
with those previous works, the approach we take in
this paper is different in that we focus on a time se-
ries topic model and align time series topics across
two languages. It is one of our future works to in-
troduce those other models and compare them with
our proposed framework in terms of effectiveness of
aligning time series topics across two languages.
7 Concluding Remarks
This paper studies issues regarding topic modeling
of information flow in multilingual news streams.
Based on the results of estimating distribution of
topics in Japanese / Chinese news streams, this pa-
per proposed how to analyze cross-lingual align-
ment of topics in time series Japanese / Chinese
news streams. Evaluation results show that the pro-
posed method is quite effective in discovering cross-
lingual topic alignment between Japanese and Chi-
nese news streams.
Future works include precise evaluation of recall,
where we annotate topic alignment information to
certain random samples of Japanese and Chinese
time series news stream, and then, examine whether
they are actually detected by the proposed method.
Also, we plan to incorporate our recently invented
technique (Takahashi et al., 2012) which is capable
of detecting bursty topics within a time series text
stream, and then cross-lingually align Japanese and
Chinese bursty topics.
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